Farmer behavior found to play a crucial role in managing livestock diseases

September 13 2023
(a) Histogram showing the proportion of different herd sizes.

(b) Map showing holdings distribution across the UK.

(c) Map showing cattle distribution across the UK.
Size and spatial distribution of cattle herds in Great Britain. We used the Cattle Tracing System database with data from 2020 to estimate an average cattle herd size for each holding. These data contained 59,774 holdings. (a) Distribution of cattle herd sizes. Note the x-axis is presented on a log scale. Cattle herd sizes ranged from 1 to 7634, with a median of 58, interquartile range of 16–155, and 97.5th percentile of 622. (b) Number of holdings with cattle present per region. Darker shading corresponds to higher counts. (c) Number of cattle present per region. Darker shading corresponds to higher counts. There was regional variation in the number of holdings and total number of cattle. Most populous regions included Devon in the south-west of England, Cumbria in north-west England, and Dumfries and Galloway in south-west Scotland. Credit: Preventive Veterinary Medicine (2023). DOI: 10.1016/j.prevetmed.2023.106019

A study published in Preventive Veterinary Medicine has shown how differences in farmer behavior can affect controlling the scale of disease outbreaks. Farmer behavior, especially vaccine uptake or other preventative measures, is critical to how effective responses are to livestock disease outbreaks, such as foot-and-mouth disease, bovine tuberculosis and bovine viral diarrhea.

The researchers, from the Universities of Nottingham and Warwick, say that the behavioral differences reported in the paper need to be taken into account when contingency planning or developing policy for future outbreaks.

The research team interviewed 60 cattle farmers from around the UK, investigating the farmer's vaccination decisions in an unfolding fast-spreading epidemic. The study found that prompt vaccination uptake was associated with high trust in the Government plans for disease control and having enough time and money to control the disease.
The team then incorporated this information into a mathematical model for the whole of the UK and studied how having knowledge of farmer behavior may impact disease outbreak predictions, compared to circumstances where differences in farmer behavior was ignored.

The researchers at the University of Nottingham's School of Veterinary Medicine and Health Sciences, and Warwick's Zeeman Institute for Systems Biology and Infectious Disease Epidemiology Research (SBIDER), have demonstrated the usefulness of modeling that has both epidemiological and socio-behavioral elements. The study reveals how omitting the diversity in individual farmers' disease management plans for livestock infections can hinder assessments of the likely national outcomes.

The value of the behavioral insight highlighted in this research could be extremely helpful in planning and administering national disease control strategies, enabling policymakers to determine the scale and cost of future livestock disease outbreaks more accurately.

Dr. Ed Hill, from the Warwick Mathematics Institute, University of Warwick, who co-authored the study, said, "Our quantitative study explores veterinary health associated behaviors, capturing individual and contextual factors. These data allow differences in farmer disease-management behaviors to be included into models of livestock disease transmission, which can help to inform veterinary health decision making."

Dr. Naomi Prosser from the University of Nottingham, added, "Understanding the specific factors associated with different behavioral responses of farmers to disease outbreaks will allow improved design of disease control strategies by taking these factors and the expected behavioral differences into account."
Dr. Hill added, "This pilot study has shown the power and necessity of combining epidemiological predictions with an assessment of farmer behavior. More work is now needed to understand how farmer's attitudes, perceptions, and beliefs—and therefore their likely behavior—will change over time. We also interested in understanding how behaviors are influenced by policy, advice and the actions of neighboring farmers."
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